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I was also in aNendance but omiNed and 
bizarrely prepared a seat next to Mr Thordur 
Karason in the Court room even though they 
were aware of the domesOc abuse. When I 

menOoned this, their reply was that this was 
a separate court. (which was strange as we 
both aNended a connected custody hearing  

in the same Basildon Court, which resulted in 
a S7 report being made just some 2 weeks 

prior- 4th of March) 

They keep changing case numbers. There was only 
one hearing on this date. Both myself and Thordur 

were in a>endance and I won the case.  
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Here with my son, November 2023 in Egypt. 
I travelled on the same passport that I had since the 30th of November 2017 with my name 
‘Caroline Karason’ 
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Please note: 
I was pregnant during this meeOng and made to sit in between two members of 

 staff which I find very weird. 
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Transcript - 2nd May 2018

Richard: Hi Caroline
Caroline: Hi. 
Richard: (???)
Caroline: Thank you.
Jo Jaffa: Are you hot?
Richard: I am, I’m boiling.
Jo Jaffa: You must not be the only one.
(???)
Richard: Just been in a hall with a 500 kids. Sorry to call you, sorry to call you in so quickly, erm I 
just wanted, I think, a couple of things we need to try and clarify erm. 
Caroline: Yeh
Richard: Can you explain what was going on or what happened this morning? We were, I’ll be 
honest, at…
Caroline: This morning…
Richard: …period, period 2, er, I appreciate, because I didn't know at the time but we, you put in 
a request for absence…
Caroline: Yep
Richard: …erm to which you were emailed and said can you organise it outside of school time.
Caroline: Yep
Richard: Erm, and I’ll be honest with.., where you weren’t signed out, there was no one there, no 
cover work had been set, we had people looking for you, I was a bit concerned that we were…
Caroline: Yeh, I didn't set cover work, erm but Cormac took the lesson
Richard: Cormac took the lesson because there was no teacher there, not because he knew he 
was going to take the lesson but he took over he took the lesson because no teacher had turned 
up.
Caroline: But I did put in the request and he did sign it…
Richard: He…
Caroline: …and then I sent a message erm last night.
Richard: But he sent, ye yeh your absolutely right, the process though is for the the blue form to 
be filled in that Cormac signed that then goes to er Grainne
Caroline: I gave it in.
Richard: Yeh, but then you received an email saying can you organise it in, outside of school 
hours.
Caroline:  And then I sent a message saying I couldn’t organise it…
Richard: That was…
Caroline: …outside of…
Richard: …this morning though wasn't it?
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Caroline: No that was last night.
Richard: What time last ni…?
Caroline: About 5 o’clock?
Richard: The…, Right, ok. The reason, what, its only because when I’m looking on here it does say 
on if you need to amend the appointment please contact…
Caroline: And I did call them and I haven received anything back and its actually erm, its, you 
cant speak to someone.
Richard: Yeh yeh I know it says leave a message… (???) …for the NHS
Caroline: I’ve done it twice and I cant reschedule it but the midwife called me yesterday and 
she’s like you have to take it at this time because its time sensitive which I’ve put in the email 
yesterday.
Richard: Yeh yeh I know, I appreciate its time sensitive, erm, but its time sensitive during the 
day, well I’m not gonna claim to know all about the hormonal aspects of it erm in which case I can 
understand the misunderstanding that may have occurred. Why was no cover work set then? 
Caroline: Yeh, so I will ca, I will put cover work but I said to Cormac who is it that I give cover 
work too because I’m not sure who it is that I give it to. Do I give it in with the blue form?
Richard: I’m gonna be honest Caroline
Caroline: Or do I send it to who?
Richard: You've been here for, for 9 months?
Caroline: That's true, but I’ve only put in two of those forms and the other time I didn't do cover 
work and it wasn't a problem then.
Richard: During the induction, in our…
Caroline: I didn't really get a proper induction
Richard: During the time here…
Caroline: Yep
Richard: …cover is being set. Cover work is always given in to your Head of Department, its 
always handed in to the Head of Department
Caroline: Well I know that now, but I didn't know that before
Richard: And, er, we were under, er, I’m gonna be honest, we are trying to do this as a supportive 
process, we need to understand what how we can support you in this. The cover work wasn't set, 
we didn't think the students were unaware. If you thought that the email or there was a 
confusion because we had told you that we needed you to organise it outside of school time, you 
it would have been courteous or we would ask you to let us know that you are not going to be in 
there we could then have made sure…
Caroline: But I did, I did let you know…
Richard: No, you sent us a letter.
Caroline: …so is this about me not being there or the cover work?
Richard: Er, well, to be honest, this, er, I wanted to find out what the situation was for some… 
(???) …because it could have been either. First of all, the permission wasn't granted for the ref, for 
the cover to be taken…
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Caroline: And then I said that actually this isn’t just a normal blood test and this particular one 
can’t be rebooked.
Richard: We received, we received, an email first thing this morning that had been sent last night 
that was stating that it was (???) age sensit.., or time sensitive. I’ll be honest I’m not a Doctor, I 
don't know what that means but I do know that on the letter its says that it can be rearranged, it 
says specifically on there.
Caroline: And I’ve called, so you can call up that number, I’ve called them and left a message..
Richard: It’s not my responsibility. I’ll be honest Caroline
Caroline: No it’s true. But I’m just saying, if you want to say that…
Richard: I’m not…
Caroline: …I’ve tried to rearrange and what I have put in the message is that it has been difficult 
to rearrange not only in during school time even outside, whichever… 
Richard: Yeh, they are, they are difficult to rearrange…
Caroline: …it just can’t be rearranged and if I rearrange it and it could be rearranged its going to 
be over the time limit of what of when I’m supposed to take it so this was the only time that I 
could take it.
Richard: Ok, in which case that then does trigger the cover situation because we to honest we 
were set with a situation where a member of staff, yes it was Cormac, yes he is Head of Faculty, 
he is the (???) had to go into class unprepared
Caroline: But you, its not like you didn't know though.
Richard: No, we didn't know because….
Caroline: But I sent that message so it’s not like he didn't know. Fair enough I don't have cover 
work, I accept that, but you can’t say that you didn't know because I did send a message today 
saying I can’t… erm last night saying I can’t rebook it.
Richard: The message that came through sorry, have you got that ker erm… (Long Pause) 
The one that came through this morning have you got that erm?
Caroline: That was the one from yesterday. I didn't send one this morning.
Richard: That's the one from yesterday.
Caroline: I didn't send one this morning. 
Richard: Erm, can I?... “It’s been very difficult to rebook whether (???) or outside of school hours, 
today I also received an appointment from my…” The midwife one we can, we can, we can look at. 
So again it comes down to it but its basic expectations, I’m gonna be brutally honest with you, 
now…
Caroline: But this is not a normal blood test. If this was a normal blood test, I could sit here and I 
could be like that's fine I’ll rearrange it, but this particular one I can’t rearrange and it wasn't 
even at my normal Doctors. This was booked by the hospital.
Richard: I… and I appreciate its not…
Caroline: This isn’t even like a normal blood test
Richard: I suppose what we are asking for is comunica… is best communication 
Caroline: That's fine, but who is it that I communicate that to?
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Richard: There’s a cov… every cover system goes through Dionne. Whether it be calling in for 
lateness, whether it be (???)… and we’ve had this conversation.
Caroline: That's fine, but doesn't Dionne get the blue slip, so after it goes to Jo doesn't it…
Richard: But think about the time scale this morning.
Caroline: But there was still time this morning though.
Richard: We have a school to run as well.
Caroline: That's true, but nobody, nobody like, spoke about it at all like to me. Nobody said “ok 
do you have cover work?” this morning. Nobody…
Richard: No, because…
Caroline: Nobody asked me or anything.
Richard: By the time Dionne, by the time it was received this morning, ok, its period 1, we have 
to organise the time of the day.
Caroline: Yep
Richard: To expect us to then do the chasing around to do the (???). I could then level back at you 
that you didn't say what cover work, do I need to set any cover work because the lesson is not 
being run.
Cormac: Well this is the thing, this is what I said to Cormac its true I didn't provide cover work, 
but next time what I’ll do I can put cover work in with the blue form…
Richard: And that's what we’ve got…
Caroline: When I give it in, if you want me to do that.
Richard: Absolutely I want you to do that.
Caroline: I can do that, but I said to him who do I give it to? Shall I give it to him or do it with the 
blue forms? But if you want me to give it in with the blue form and give it to him. I can do that
Richard: I think what we need to do is…
Caroline: …That's not a problem.
Richard: …we need to ensure that you have a copy of the handbook which is is everybody has, 
ok?
Caroline: I don't have one.
Jo Jaffa: There’s a copy on SIMS.
Richard: There’s a copy on SIMS, its available on…
Caroline: Well I don't have an actual…
Richard: We don't do solid, if you feel, if you feel that you want us to print you a solid copy, 
obviously its 190 pages, its worth and its look up able. So, I suppose what I’m after, what I’m 
asking for, you know, er, that we’ve have previous meetings regarding lateness, regarding other 
other aspects…
Caroline: Yeh, lateness.
Richard: …of general expectations. The lateness has continued even up until yesterday. 
Caroline: So, with the lateness…
Richard: I’m not sure, yesterday but…
Caroline: I think the day before.
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Richard: Yeh, the day before.
Caroline: So with lateness, I did actually send Dionne a message but it was too late, so I sent her 
a message erm, saying that I was not able to make that time but then I sent a message to Matt 
because he said he took, he took my lesson  
Richard: We had to cover it, yeh
Caroline: Yeh, so he said he took it, but then he gave me his mobile number so that I can call him 
like in the future if I’m running late but I didn’t have a number to call Red College directly.
Richard: Is there anything that is causing the lateness to happen?
Caroline: I, I, don't want to discuss that.
Richard: Ok that, then, that's your right, that's your right to do that however, there is a general 
expectation for you to be…
Caroline: Yes to notify someone at least if I’m going to be late.
Richard: And also, if there is going to be a pattern of lateness or continued lateness for us to 
address it. Now at both of the meetings we’ve had previously regarding (???) regarding lateness…
Caroline: Both meetings? I’ve not had a meeting with you about this.
Richard: Not with me
Caroline: I’ve had…
Richard: but you've had through your line management (???)
Caroline: One, I’ve had one with Cormac.
Richard: And it says at the bottom of that meeting that if there is continued lateness there would 
have to be a conversation and that would need to be (???) and that's the conversation we are 
having now.
Caroline: That's fine.
Richard: So it has been put through that, ok.
Caroline: That's fine.
Richard: Now, what we want to do obviously is insure that everything is, everything is, covered 
from your point of view, there are no misunderstandings because I’m not going to deny, 
whenever we quest…, when, when things have happ… occurred your claim is that you don't 
know, you weren’t aware of the cover…
Caroline: Its not, that's not all…
Richard: Can you let me finish please? 
Caroline: Yeh, I can let you finish.
Richard: Even during this time now you've said that you weren’t aware of the cover situation. 
Your induction wasn't er, wasn’t er, wasn't er…
Caroline: Only for this blue form, only for during class, I’m not aware of that particular situation 
but if you ask Dionne every time I’ve been sick I’ve always provided work, every single time.
Richard: Ah, I know. Absolutely. Which shows that you know when your not going to be in the 
class that cover work has to be set but this didn't happen today.
Caroline: That's fine, but no, the thing is I know that I have to provide cover work but who to in 
this particular situation?
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Richard: Who did you ask? So if you are unsure, where did you provide it previously?
Caroline: So, previously?
Richard: Where was the previous cover work sent to?
Caroline: So I sent it to Cormac…
Richard: So why would it be different to now?
Caroline: And I think I sent it to Dionne before?
Richard: So why would that system be different to this one?
Caroline: Because I’m not sure in this situation. It’s like every different situation…
Richard: No a cover situation is a cover situation for whatever situation you will be covered.
Caroline: Ok, that's fine then. Like, I…
Richard: Whether it be a meeting, whether it be a training system, whether it be medical or you 
know whether it be any other (???). A cover lesson, is cover. 
Caroline: Ok, that's fine, with the, with providing cover work, I completely accept that you know 
I didn't provide cover work today and I even said to Cormac today that I didn't provide it but that 
I can provide and if you want me to put it on the blue form…
Richard: Yeh and that's what we want moving forward.
Caroline: … if you want me to put it with the blue form, I can even do that if that's what you 
want.
Richard: It doesn't need to be, the difficulty in doing that, is, moving forward, sometimes cover is 
set instantly as in someone is taken ill and they need to go. Sometimes it's a day in advance, 
sometimes it's a week. We always aim to go to 48 hours in advance.  We ask for slips to be a week 
in advance. Ok, that's all part of of the policy.
Caroline: But that appointment I didn't get a week…
Richard: No, and because of that we will always try and make mitigating circumstances but what 
we do insist is that you, there’s a communication. The communication has broken down here.
Caroline: So here, I didn't get, I think I communicated but I didn't get communication back so 
even when I sent that message nobody up till now…
Richard: But the timescale…
Caroline: …nobody has said anything...
Richard: The timescale…
Caroline: …or replied back to like, nobody has replied back to me.
Richard: But the timescale that we are talking about here is a matter of an hour. Now I’m not 
gonna say that every less.. every email is a… I would be absolutely wrong to expect everybody 
within this building to be able to reply to an email within an hour timescale.
Caroline: But then you was aware of this situation from Monday.
Richard: And we were, and we were and we had said to you on Monday…
Caroline: So that's more than an hour.
Richard: No, and we had said that to you on Monday that we would like you to organise it 
outside. We only found out this morning at 8 o’clock when the emails are open that you are 
unable to do so. 
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Caroline: Ok, fair enough, but I still communicated it.
Richard: Yeh
Caroline: It’s not like I didn't communicate that.
Richard: But, we would then assume, as soon as we got in to the situation this is what we’ve 
done we’ve taken come and said actually we need you to be here or we need to at least have 
cover work, or (???). None of that was done. 
Caroline: So I’ll do the cover work then.
Richard: The point of this, this isn’t a disciplinary meeting, this is an expectations meeting. This 
is for us to lay out what expectations are up.
Caroline: Well, if its cover work, I will provide cover work and if I to send it to Cormac, now that 
I know, I’ll send it to him.
Richard: But I’m gonna be honest with you Caroline, you've done it in the past, you do know.
Caroline: But this is the thing, I’ve only done it when I’ve been sick and that's when I’ve sent it to 
him, when I’ve been sick. Not in this situation.
Richard: And as I’ve said to you, I’m sorry to sound like a broken record, the reason for not being 
in the classroom, the reason for the cover is almost irrelevant.
Caroline: But even up till now, he said to me that nobody was there to cover the lesson anyways, 
so…
Richard: No and because I’ve already explained that.
Caroline: …who, who, who, who would give…
Richard: The Head of Department would still be responsible, and as he did he stepped in.
Caroline: So its always gonna be…
Richard: The Head of responsibil… The Head of, the Head of, the Head of Faculty is always going 
to be the first to notice that there’s no one in the classroom. You know, we would hope that that 
would never happen. Had the cover been approved, someone would have been put into there 
then there is a timescale issue this morning ok and that's why (???) and its going to be in all 
situations with all people ensuring that we try and make as maximum timescale (???) that way 
the situation this morning with an email being opened at 8 o’clock, you know, I would have been 
down to you and said unfortunately we can’t provide cover for period 2 and then we would have 
to re-discuss what happened. We didn't get that. I was teaching, I was in a, erm, er, sorry. I was in 
a meeting from half past 6 this morning the emails weren’t picked up until after that and 
obviously by the time it came you had already gone offsite. The fact that you had gone offsite 
without signing out, I’ll be honest, I, we were looking for you. We weren’t sure whether or not 
you know, unfortunately we have had situations where people have been take ill and we’ve had 
to look for them. You hadn’t signed out of the building. That's general protocol. You sign in, you 
sign out. You know that that needs to happen. You know what we are talking about is general 
expectations.
Caroline: With signing out, I never knew that we had to do that because if I look at the book, 
every single day, nobody else signs, like, like, we can look at the book now, nobody actually, really 
signs out. They sign in but not out.
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Richard: It's a fire register. Were a fire to occur, you know, and I will take that and I’ll have a look 
and if that's the case ill be speaking to other people to ensure that's not happening. But the 
purpose of the sign in register is… what would be the point of signing in if we don't sign out, you 
know. And I think that is, I will take your point on that and I will look at that but I’m talking 
about, we weren’t aware. So the first place I went, when I heard, I got an email sent saying that 
you weren’t at your lesson, the first thing I went to look at the sign out sheet. I asked with 
reception whether or not you had been past and they either hadn’t seen you or your, and there’s 
nothing to say that you cant leave by that route, you can, as long as the signing out is done.  What 
we are talking about here, and I (???) is general expectations in terms of, and for me to lay out 
what the expectations are.
Caroline: But I think that's good that you lay it out because I think me being in this school, I think 
a lot of it has been conf… I mean a lot of it for me has been not like what I’ve been used to, so…
Richard: I don't know, and I can’t, I don't know what you have been used to. I can’t question that.
Caroline: …It’s true, it’s true and I think for me, its like…
Richard: What other things would you like ex, you know to be made more explicit?
Caroline: That, are, is, that, could, like, is, that's, a
Richard: Because, when we, I know you had a lengthy meeting with Cormac and George and the 
expectation from that was to clarify these situations. As an employer, we have a responsibility to 
inform you of things that are required. As an employee, if you've got questions or or things that 
your not aware of, you have a responsibility to come back to us as well. The handbook is in place 
and whether or not it is a hard copy or a or a electronic copy, its available. The policies are on the 
website and the expectations are laid out very clearly in the policies. Now I certainly would never 
expect you to read all the policies. That would be ridiculous. However, if there was something 
that you weren’t sure of, you have a responsibility as an employee the same as we have a 
responsibility as an employer, the same as (???) and I’m gonna be quite quite, straight forward in 
terms of the cover and I’m not going to go over it again you've set cover before. Cover will I can 
do that be expected to be set before. 
Caroline: I can do that.
Richard: So the things I’m going to say for you moving forward, and there will be a note on the 
on the file. Erm, in which, in terms of a disciplinary, it doesn't, it’s not a disciplinary offense. What 
it is is its just a letter of expectation. Ok. If you are, if cover is set, we need to, or if or if at any 
point your not in, cover work needs to be sent to your Head of Department. Ok, so…
Caroline: And yeh and I can do that.
Richard: Yeh, perfect. Wonderful. In terms of lateness we will always try, general absence is 7 
o’clock in the morning so we have that call before 7 o’clock
Caroline: Yeh, but I haven’t been absent.
Richard: Yeh, no, absolutely. When caught late its not the easiest situation in the world I 
appreciate because sometimes your in a car or whatever and we would never encourage you to 
break the law and pick up the phone and so on and so forth. But we would ask you if your stuck 
in traffic to pull over and try and get because unlike any other, and erm erm erm and I don't 
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mean to patronise and I apologise if I sound this way because I’m not but what people don't 
understand from outside of education is unlike any other walk of life including Doctors and so on 
our customers turn up regardless. So the kids will be in that class, so we need to try an and that's 
why it always through to Dionne because she’s the one who would then organise people straight 
away. The situation we had today is obviously…
Caroline: But I did send a message to Dionne, when I was, I did send her a message when I was 
late.
Richard: Absolutely…  
Caroline: And that was Monday.
Richard: … now, your, because your, and I’m I’m not going to insist that you explain to me why 
your late but what I will state to you is that there’s a pattern of lateness that's increasing that we 
need to be able to work with. Now reasonable adjustments can be made…
Caroline: But…
Richard: …however, we need to understand what the purpose is, you don’t have to tell us, I’m 
not asking you too…
Caroline: Since we’ve come back I have only been late one time.
Richard: You prob…you've er, erm, yes, you were, but. If I track back to when we’ve you've been 
late before.
Caroline: But that was before the meetings.
Richard: Erm…
Caroline: So it’s actually improved since then. 
Richard: …there was one two days after the meeting and there was another…
Caroline: So the ones after the meeting…
Richard: Car…, Caroline
Caroline: But we talked about, we talked about that…
Richard: But…
Caroline: No, but we like. After the, the last meeting, I’ve not, after the last meeting, that's when 
we had our holiday and I’ve come back and I’ve only been late once and that's it and its only been 
on Monday…
Richard: We’ve only been back for two weeks…
Caroline: And I’ve sent, and I’ve sent yep, so Monday and I’ve sent a message to Dionne. So 
actually this term, I’ve actually done everything, I’ve done everything that we’ve agreed in the 
last meeting…
Richard: And what I’m, yeh, I’m not saying, I’m not saying you haven’t. What I’m saying is 
lateness, yeh, and now I’m saying in this meeting…
Caroline: Yeh, your saying is that the pattern is increasing but with the last meeting its actually 
not increasing.
Richard: Please, I didn't say the pattern was increasing.
Caroline: That's what you said.
Richard: I said that there is a pattern of lateness.
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Caroline: But you said that it’s increasing.
Richard: No, I didn’t.
Caroline: You said the words ‘increasing’.
Richard: Ok
Caroline: And I don’t feel that it’s increasing.
Richard: And I’m not, I’m agreeing with you. And we can minute that I agreeing, it’s not 
increasing. What I am saying is the lateness is an issue we need to address. Now I have asked you 
today if there is any reason and you have quite rightly within your rights have said that you don't 
need to give me a reason or you would rather not and I agree with that that's fine what I am now 
saying in response is we can’t have lateness occurring.
Caroline: Ok.
Richard: It needs to be as best as we possibly can. If you communicate with us then we can work 
that through.
Caroline: Yep, but, erm. In the situation that I was given. So from the last meeting I had with 
Cormac and George we said that if I’m gonna be late to send a message to Cormac…
Richard: (???)
Caroline: …and I have, and I have done that
Richard: But that doesn't mean…
Caroline: But in the case for college, so in the case for RTL and PAD, I sent a message to Dionne 
on Monday but I said to Matt that actually how so I contact the college directly because…
Richard: Did you phone the? You phone the…
Caroline: I sent her a text message in the morning. I sent it to Dionne but I said how do I contact 
erm Matt. Erm, how do I contact Red college?
Richard: On the, on the absence line?
Caroline: Yeh on the absence line.
Richard: Ok, I will check that to see, because…
Caroline: Yeh, you can check it.
Richard: And I’ll also, it’s also…
Caroline: But I sent one to Matt, and Matt gave me his mobile number to say that if I was gonna 
be late to contact him so that he can cover it. And I think that, I’ve never had that, like I’ve not had 
that number to contact him…
Richard: No, and to be honest…
Caroline: And before the meeting with Cormac, I’ve not had his number to contact him so I’ve 
done these things from the meetings…
Richard: The, the, your responsibility is to inform Dionne by phone not by text, I, I mean the fact 
that its gone by text is fine. However, I’m informing you now that it needs to be a phone call, so to 
give them a call.
Caroline: Ok, I can give them a call.
Richard: So that way a con…, that way a conversation.
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Caroline: The reason I say that is, that way you know the message is, the reason we say that is 
you know the message has got through. If you've text me you don't know if my phone is in (???). 
And as much as 99% of the time that text would be received. And again, I think it's as much for 
you, so that you know what, what, the expectations are. The fact that Matt and Cormac have given 
you their numbers to double up or triple up a) they shouldn't need to and b) you shouldn't need 
to have to phone three people. 
Caroline: Ok…
Richard: We have a process in place to phone one person…
Caroline: …but now your saying different things, so Cormac said I should contact… 
Richard: So that's what the purpose of this meeting is.
Caroline: So what is it? 
Richard: I will clarify…
Caroline: What is it then? Is it?...
Richard: I have just told you. You need to phone…
Caroline: Is it definitely Dionne, number 1? Or is it Cormac?
Richard: You phone Dionne. Like, I don't know how a… (???)
Caroline: Because that's what happened from the last meeting, he said I should call him directly.
Richard: I am asking you, as I said the purpose of this meeting is to lay out, so there is no 
misunderstandings. Dionne will contact Cormac ok you make a phone call to Dionne to and, you 
need to speak to her directly if that is unsuccessful and I can’t imagine that it will be but if, you 
know. The only time it may be with the exam period coming up, because obviously the difficulty 
with lateness is they are late by nature of them most of the phone calls were done before 7 
o’clock, There expecting lateness or expected absence. When it, I would hope that we would not 
need to have this situation, where the calls are gonna. Do you you pred… do you predict that 
there would be more lateness then? 
Caroline: No, I don't predict it.
Richard: Ok, lovely (???) I’m not doing that to be facetious. I’m generally asking because if there 
is an issue that were, we know that there’s going to be we might need to change a situation so 
that you know you've got a a more direct route. Because lateness is always going to be awkward 
in any school by the nature of everyone is all, especially with a school that starts as early as we do 
at quarter past 8 because by nature everyone is in classrooms by then so trying to get 
communication you could even email, you can phone. People on phones won’t answer (???) so 
Dionne, moving into the exam period which is why I ask, because once the exams start then it can 
be more, the later it gets the harder it will be for Dionne to answer. If you are unable to get hold 
of Dionne, then please phone, phone, phone Cormac or and Matt. But that (???)…
Caroline: So what your saying is that Dionne is the first point of contact.
Richard: Absolutely, and that's why its in the, in the you know…
Caroline: But that's different from what they said in the other meeting.
Richard: Because what they were trying to do is to give you another alternative. They were 
trying to make life easier for you. And yeh him not sure if that's worked or it hasn’t.
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Caroline: It’s, it’s I don't think it makes life, It's the same, it's the same phone call, like, it’s…
Richard: It’s not, listen, because, because, I don't know what college, they teach and she doesn't. 
So depending on what situation has been happening with them in the morning they may well be 
in a meeting, in a lesson. Dionne, has, doesn't. Dionne’s role at that time is to take calls.
Caroline: But im saying for me, its not easy on me, it's the same phone call…
Richard: It its now, that's all I would say to that.
Caroline: …to Cormac, or to Matt or to Dionne. For me it’s like the same. 
Richard: Well, er, ok, let me change it. The understanding that that's the call that should have 
been made all of the time, should have always been there. That wasn't followed, they tried to give 
you another way to do things.
Richard: But even in this situation, you know how you said to me about cover work and things 
being not clear, but even in this situation, that last meeting, phoning Cormac wasn't a problem 
but now it’s like as the first point of contact …
Richard: I’m not understanding, I’m not, I don't understand…
Caroline: …but now your saying…
Richard: …what the issue is? 
Caroline: No, I’m just saying that there’s a lot of things that I find not clear in this School.
Richard: What, what are you not finding clear? 
Caroline: So, you know how we talked about how I’m not sure how, for example, cover work, 
who to give it in to…
Richard: Yeh.
Caroline: So right now with the example, of like, who the first point of contact is, when I was in 
the last meeting with Cormac, he was saying…
Richard: And I’ve just and I’ve just addressed that.
Caroline: I know, but I was just saying, you know you asked me like what’s confusing, its things 
like this that you know one person would say one thing and another person would say another 
thing and then I’ll be called into a meeting like this but yet the things being discussed in this 
meeting are actually quite different to the things being discussed in the other meeting.
Richard: I don’t understand how there’s. There’s one aspect that they have given you one 
alternative route to follow in addition…
Caroline: Yep, But then right now you've said not to do that.
Richard: Yeh, because the whole purpose of this meeting is to make it completely explicit to you.
Caroline: Yeh, but if I go to Cormac now, after this meeting.
Richard: I will go to Cormac now and tell him what I said. He will get a copy…
Caroline: Because otherwise…
Richard: …he’s your line manager. He will get copies of this.
Caroline: Ok, because otherwise its gonna be…
Richard: No, and I would never put you in a situation and I won’t put Cormac in that situation.
Caroline: ..he’s gonna come back to me and say from our meeting, from before this is not what 
you are doing.
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Richard: What were doing is were moving forward.
Caroline: Yeh, and that's fine if everybody moves forward but if they expecting, if…
Richard: Why would they not?
Caroline: This is what happens, these are the things, so with cover work those things change. To 
me a lot of things change in this school, like…
Richard: Right, nothing has changed.
Caroline: A lot of things are not set in stone.
Richard: Caroline, nothing has changed, the cover setting situation, the only thing that I have, I 
have er said, is regarding you making additional phone calls, you don't need to. Nothing has 
changed, we are following the policies as they stand as they have stood for a number of years as 
they have been ratified by the governors, as they stand in the handbook and as they stand within 
our policies. Nothing has changed. 
Caroline: But I’m saying that the the…
Richard: I understand that.
Caroline: …what I’ve heard from the other meetings have been slightly different to this one. 
Richard: You've had one, you've had one meeting, which has been minuted here, and I’m, and I’m 
now superseding that because this is now an official formal meeting.
Caroline: Yeh, as long as they know so that when it, if it comes to that situation again, I’m not put, 
like…
Richard: Caroline, it is my responsibility to ensure they do.
Caroline: Ok, then that's alright then.
Richard: It’s my responsibility to ensure they do and I will look like an absolute idiot to be sitting 
here with you in another months time and holding you to account for something that I haven’t 
done. 
Caroline: Ok.
Richard: That would never happen. I would, I would look unprofessional, I would look stupid 
and I wouldn't be able to do it. I wouldn’t call that meeting because we messed up not you. And I, 
I cant say it any clearer than that, ok so anything that comes, moves on from here, you know,, I’m 
gonna, I’m gonna cover them again in a second just so they are absolutely, absolutely explicit. 
Cormac by nature of being your line manager will get a copy of this anyway, not the whole 
transcript but the expectations so he can’t, he won’t hold you to account for things that I’m not 
asking you to do.
Caroline: Ok
Richard: Every email, every, what, what I’m going to say is, in terms of, lets, lets go through the 
things so that we are crystal clear.
Caroline: Yep
Richard: Absence. As in the policy and as in the Handbook, if you are going to be absent you need 
to fill in a blue form that is signed by your line manager.
Caroline: Yep. And who is that in this case?
Richard: Signing, signing by your line manager…
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Caroline: Yeh…
Richard: …does not mean its been agreed.
Caroline: Thats true
Richard: That then goes to the Head of School.
Caroline: I understand that.
Richard: Ok, and then that will then come back to you. If it has been refused we would hope that 
in most cases it wouldn't be, but if it were refused then, it, we would need to have a second one so 
say what’s happening, just to say I can’t change it…
Caroline: I’ve never heard having a second one.
Richard: Well, ok. How would you pursue, how would you perceive that it would happen then? 
Because in which case if that's the case, we said no and you went anyway.
Caroline: Ok, the reason why I went, this is er…
Richard:  Can you see what (???)  we’ve been through that.
Caroline: I know we’ve been through that but this part, like, you've not talked about this, so if 
Richard: If, if, if any
Caroline: If I put in a blue form and its not erm…
Richard: Or at least a follow up conversation, to say…
Caroline: But I’ve communicated with you from my side I just haven’t received anything back.
Richard: You received a (???) email back, ok, were gonna go round and round in circles. The time 
scale here and I, I, you allow me to finish.
Caroline: Yep
Richard: If the timescale is as short as it has been today, it's a verbal conversation. I’m going to 
this meeting so I would have expected the first place for you to go and I, is, to, to, erm, Jo and say I 
have to go on that email, I have to go on that…
Caroline: So…
Richard: If Jo, Jo will centralise everything for Grainne.
Caroline: But Jo was aware because I sent Jo an email, which has that, so Jo is aware of that 
situation.
Richard: She’s aware once she opens the email.
Caroline: Yep, but she didn't have a verbal conversation with me. So I’ve communicated that but 
she didn't communicate back to me.
Richard: What conver, what conversation would you expect her to have with you? We’ve 
emailed to you to say its not been granted.
Caroline: Yep
Richard: Yeh?
Caroline: And then I’ve emailed back saying that actually I can’t reschedule this particular 
appointment…
Richard: And as we’ve, as we’ve covered this morning, the situation this morning…
Caroline: And there’s a, but the reason…
Richard: We’re asking, ok, I’m gonna be brutal, I’m asking for you to be reasonable.
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Caroline: and I…
Richard: You were not, you were not clear when you left this morning that it had been agreed, 
you had expected that an email had been collected and that we had then said ok well we’ll cover 
it.
Caroline: Because nobody, because nobody got back to me…
Richard: And I would say, as we’ve been through before, you also didn't set cover work so we 
didn't know you weren’t going to be there.
Caroline: Its true, I didn't set cover work.
Richard: But it adds to the situation.
Caroline: Ah ok.
Richard: Which means we then didn’t know that you weren’t going to be in that lesson. so our 
expectation…
Caroline: So in the future, one of my targets, and one of the things that I’m gonna do is always set 
cover work for the times that I’m gonna be off and that…
Richard: Well the first thing, is to insure that cover work the erm absence has been agreed.
Caroline: Ok, but if in this particular situation…
Richard: And were not, were not moving on with this situation.
Caroline: In this particular situation, its not a normal and this is what I have to keep saying this 
is just not a normal blood test.
Richard: In which case we can move on from it.
Caroline: Yeh but this this is not a normal…
Richard: In which case, we can move on from it.
Caroline: And that's fine.
Richard: But I have to clarify if another ‘not normal’ situation okit occurs…
Caroline: Ok, that's fine.
Richard: That's the process that will occur. Were not, this, and as I’m gonna… 
Caroline: But in this, in this particular erm I have a right to go to these appointments like I have a 
right definitely to go to these appointments.
Richard: Absolutely you do.
Caroline: And, I have to go.
Richard: But also we have a right as an employer to try and meet the needs of the business as 
well.
Caroline: That's true, but I couldn't reschedule it and I did try to reschedule it and if you call the 
number on there you can find out and…
Richard: Right, Caroline.
Caroline: …that's the reason why I even added that…
Richard: Caroline, we have over 400 staff. I cant do follow up calls on every (???)
Caroline: I’m not saying you have to, but if you wanted to its available for you to…
Richard: All I can go by…
Caroline: …for you to check
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Richard: …is it states on the letter that was sent to you if you need to re, re, nowI would ask…
Caroline: And I did call them, not only once, twice, I left a voicemail but I’ve not been able to get 
back to them.
Richard: And I would say, the issue is for you to then take that up with them…
Caroline: What I did get, and, and I have spoken to the midwife because she called me while I 
was writing the email and she said to me that actually I should take that appointment because I 
can’t get it rebooked and if I get it rebooked it would be after 10 weeks and after 10 weeks it’s 
not good.
Richard: No, ok.
Caroline: So I can’t wait for that.
Richard: But…
Caroline: So in that situation, I had to go.
Richard: Were in a very difficult situation that I’m, I’m trying to lay out what our expectations 
are cause you…
Caroline: That’s true, but I’m saying this particular situation I had to go.
Richard: And as I’ve said to you on numerous occasions…
Caroline: And it’s not like I didn't communicate it.
Richard: …this occasion has gone. This is in the past. We are setting expectations for the future. 
What I don’t want…
Caroline: Ok, but, in the future, if I have these particular appointments I HAVE to go to them.
Richard: But your not going to have appointments with two days notice. 
Caroline: Well they gave me, with this one they actually gave it to me last week…
Richard: Please, please.
Caroline: …but we had the trip, which is why I couldn't give it in. So I couldn't get it signed on 
Friday because, because…
Richard: Sorry
Caroline: So the day I received the letter…
Richard: So that was the part that was unclear
Caroline: The day that I received…
Richard:  …before that trip
Caroline: I came into school but I couldn't get to Cormac to sign the blue form for me that time 
and we came back late because we arrived at 6:30 and he wasn't here at the school so Monday 
was the next opportunity that I was gonna see him to get it signed.
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Notes from Transcript – 2nd May 2018 (Richard, Jo Jaffa and Caroline)

Seating arrangements Richard meeting
Courteous to send me a reply positive or negative ( isn’t it school rules read 
emails?)
Witch hunt – meeting dragged for no reason if I was cover work that was the 
issue the meeting should have ended 5 minutes in but he kept trying to find extra 
things so that it looked like an ‘important’ meeting
Cormac didn't even know that cover work should be sent to him and he is the 
Head of Faculty also bringing up in meetings that he gets paid more than me but 
he does extra so its unfair that a vice principal should be on my back about it. 
Cormac could have insisted that I include cover work before he signed the blue 
form but he didn't. he said he didn't know so obviously there is something wrong 
with the induction system if even the Head of Faculty didn't know too. And I 
already gave in two blue forms with no problem. The only problem now is when 
I do it while been pregnant. Also the meeting should have first been escalated to 
Cormac and ntot the vice principal. That's pretty extreme

The blood test was also from the midwife

James admitted that jo jaffa lied on the minutes prelim

Ive never had a conversation with Richard about cover work before I just agreed 
in order to try and focus on the main point of the conversation

They kept quiet waiting for me to fail

Printing credit £5 a month not enough to print class worksheets talk less about 
printing a handbook
Kids have old tattered books and when I make powerpoint presentations so as to 
not disadvantage the kids from learning I’m branded as incompetent etc. also 
rewards like games room and postcards/treats/stationery I was only given once 
to give to my students then I was told off that I don't reward the kids enough. 
When I gave commendations (which is more or less free) they were actually 
taken off (check)

No previous lateness meetings with Richard only 1 with Cormac and George

‘Other aspects’ – nope only lateness (they just trying to make me scared a subtle 
NQT threat)

if the lateness was so serious why wasn’t there an emergency meeting on the day 
that I was late not the day that I went to my maternity appointment mat 
discrimination. Richard was previously always overly concerned with asking 
questions about my husband country and name etc. hates interracial ???? quite 
strange as I hardly knew the guy. I feel like he wanted to be first to hear of 
pregnancy stuff as he shouldn't have held the meeting it should have been 
Cormac first. I think Richard nominated himself
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if they had paid me the £1000 I could have escaped my home conditions earlier 
and the lateness would no longer been an issue

Richard tried trick my by saying I had 2 previous meeting with him about 
lateness because he wanted to use that as reason to kick me out

I don't remember Cormac meeting notes so its interesting that Richard is quoting 
it and quoting it incorrectly as there was only one meeting not two as he says

Richard making it up as he goes along because I didn't have he handbook at that 
time but the steps for lateness is different in the Handbook

When things have happened occurred – nothing happened or occurred apart 
from me being late and the school bullying me and the senior leadership do 
nothing about it

The big question is: If I never went to the appointment would I have been called 
into that meeting? If you want to argue that for the lateness on the previous day 
wouldn't it be more appropriate to call a meeting on that day then
An even bigger question is: Had I not been pregnant would I have been called in 
to that meeting?

The emails are always open. I used to be lesson planning up to 3 am and the 
emails were working fine.

Either way they knew before I went and had 3 days notice Cormac and a few 
others had longer (it being a possibility)
Also when the school starts and it was supposedly read at 8am when the emails 
supposedly opened why was there no reply as this is obviously now an urgent 
manner. What was the message ignored?
If they didn't really want me to go they could have stopped me at 8am but 
instead they said nothing and then made a big public show of making me feel bad 
for attending an antenatal appointment which I’m legally entitled to take

I overhead Cormac and Richard at the science office… (they basically didn't like 
pregnancies and wanted to scare teachers off)

So basically even after all this I still was not ‘approved’ to go to my antenatal 
appointment.

Also its quite irresponsible for senior members of staff to forsee a situation 
where the students will be left on their own and do nothing about it. Very 
interesting. And Cormac likes to brag to me that he is the Head and gets paid 
more. I never even cared for his title anyway. Its quite sad that he views me as 
competition
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Cormac was free to cover that period all along so not being able to find cover was 
not the issue. It would have been a different story if the classroom remained 
unattended for the duration of the lesson.

No only was Cormac free, Richard was also free as he was not teaching a lesson 
at that time. Apparently he was in a meeting from 6:30 am – period 2 and saw 
my message at 8am during his meeting when the emails opened and did nothing. 
If he can be opening emails in his meeting surely he able to attend/cover one 
class for one period. His meeting must not have been that important.

I was not offsite at 8am. I was offsite at period 2

If you was worried you could have called me, text me, emailed me, called my next 
of kin or searched for me but you knew where I was that's why you didn't.

On inset day even Richard didn't even sign the register

Also there is discrimination to people in wheelchairs or disability that can only 
enter and exit from door downstairs as there is no sign in register there

Richard changed his mind on the two meetings with Cormac. He acknowledges 
that I had one lengthy meeting with Cormac not two anymore.

Why would he ’never expect me to read all the policies’ aren’t they for reading or 
are they excessive and hidden intentionally to dissuade employees from reading 
it

Where’s the note and on what file? Scare tactics

Raising the word ‘disciplinary’ for no reason (this was there intention all along)

So basically the day that I went out for an antenatal appointment apparently I 
was given a LoE (Letter of Expectation). I didn't even know what this means or 
saw a copy of this letter

They booked another meeting the day before the date I gave them that my 
midwife was due to visit. Subtle threat that if I do not comply with what they are 
saying at that meeting then my midwife appointment is in jeopardy 

How do you know at 7 o’clock if your gonna be late at 8 o’clock?

‘Pattern of lateness that's is increasing’ is false. Its actually improved since then, 
decreasing

This claim is particularly important because it also emphasises that there was no 
need for the meeting pregnant or not
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slyly pressurised to explain why I’m late even though earlier I was told I don't 
have to (I feel like Richard wanted to be the first to leak the gossip, hot off the 
press)

its very interesting that that Richard specifically said that ‘we can minute the its 
(lateness) is not increasing’ but this was not reflected in the minutes so again it 
was intentional and clearly Jo jaffa had agenda and not a passive role

So what it boils down to is: does it make sense to hold this lengthy meeting for 
not providing cover work?
Sending 1 email would suffice

Also as the respondents say that I didn't have a good relationship with many of 
the school members this is false as my relationship with Dionne, Matt, Katie, 
James, Saba, Caroline, Kate, Nathan Hunniset (vice principal) etc. they were 
trying to create drama because the was the only category in theNQT framework 
that they could try to purposely fail me on. This was cleverly and carefully 
engineered in a way that was initially difficult to detect

When I checked the policy it said contact Dionne. It doesn't specify whether a 
phone call or text message

Cormac and Matt offered I didn't ask for their numbers. I just accepted

They try play me Cormac say one thing Richard another so that they can keep 
having meeting with me about nothing really just wasting time. Cormac liked to 
have his meetings after school and towards the end I refused them as my 
husband was going crazy at home

So did Cormac receive the false minutes of the meeting

Richard then changes his mind to say that I have now only had 1 meeting (when I 
say that both him an Cormac were saying different things at their meetings)

Halfway through the meeting he changed it to an official formal meeting. I was 
pregnant and tired so he was trying to mess me around
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02 May 2018

MEETING

Attendees:
Richard Heighway – Vice Principal
Caroline Karason – Science Teacher
Jo Jaffa – Taking Minutes

 RHY - you put in a request for absence for today (02 May) and was asked to rearrange out of school 
hours.  

 RHY - no cover work set, didn’t know you had left the building.
 CKN – CFG covered lesson.
 RHY – no CFG covered lesson because there was no teacher present.
 CKN – CFG signed this off.
 RHY – just because CFG signed this off, does not been that your absence is automatically authorized.  

Needs to be signed off by GMN.
 CKN - sent a message around 5 pm last night to say where I was going.
 CKN - called and tried to rearrange.  Midwife says have to take this time, time sensitive.
 RHY – time sensitive during the school day.  Understand misunderstanding.  No cover work arranged.
 CKN – asked CFG who cover work is left with?
 RHY – you’ve been here for 9 months – you should know by now the answer to this.
 CKN – yes but I’ve had no proper induction, no-one has told me anything. About this situation, leaving 

cover in this particular situation.
 RHY – cover work always set, given to Head of Department.
 CKN – didn’t know that before today.
 RHY – need to know how to support you.
 RHY – if you thought that there was a confusion with regards to your leave, we would ask you to let us 

know you weren’t going to be here.
 CKN – did let you know.  Is this about not being there or no cover work?
 RHY – firstly permission not granted for you to leave.
 CKN – advised this could not be rebooked.
 RHY – received first thing this morning.  Letter says this can be rearranged.
 CKN – I called, happy for you to call to see if I can rearrange.
 CKN – difficult to rearrange outside school time.  Only time I can take this.
 RHY – in which case this triggers a cover situation.
 RHY – member of staff (CFG) had to go into a class unprepared.
 CKN – it’s not like he didn’t know.  I accept the fact I left no cover work.  Did leave a message saying I 

could not rebook this.
 RHY – read email CKN sent to JJA.
 CKN – if a normal blood test, would say fine I’ll rearrange.  This one wasn’t a normal doctor’s 

appointment, at hospital, could not rearrange.
 RHY – asking for better communication.
 CKN – with whom?
 RHY – all cover goes through DLE.
 CKN – no-one asked if I had cover work today.
 RHY – by time received email this morning – lesson one, you didn’t ask what cover work was needed.
 CKN – next time I’ll put cover work in with blue slip.  Did ask CFG who should receive cover work.  

Goes back to no proper induction, had no policies or full staff handbook given to me only the smaller 
booklet.

 RHY – there is a copy of the Staff Handbook on front page of SIMs – you can download this.  It is too big 
to email – no-one received a printed copy.  Down to you to print this if you want it.

 CKN – yes have seen this there – not received printed version though.

Red Notes are what I feel 
should have been taken out.
Blue Notes are what I feel 
should have been put in.
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 RHY – asking that you know we have had previous meetings with regards to lateness and general 
expectations.  Lateness has continued right up to day before yesterday.

 CKN – did send DLE a message saying I’ll be late.  Also to MCK – he’s given me his phone number so 
that I can call him directly.

 RHY – is there a reason why you’re late?
 CKN – don’t wish to discuss this.
 RHY – OK but you’ve had previous meetings with regards to your lateness, if it continues there would 

be a conversation – which is happening now.  Want to ensure everything is covered from your point of 
view – when things occur you claim that you don’t know or you’re not aware.

 CKN – not aware of particular situation this time round, however, when I’m sick, I have always 
provided cover work.

 RHY – if you’re unsure – where does cover work go when sick?
 CKN – CFG.
 RHY – if you sent to CFG previously, why not now?
 CKN – I was not sure.
 RHY – cover lesson is cover.
 CKN - with providing cover work accept I was wrong, will put this with blue form in future.
 RHY – not necessary – as long as you set this.  Blue slips should be a week in advance, if not, do accept 

mitigating circumstances.  Communication broken down here.
 CKN – no-one has replied back to me.  So I communicated but no one communicated back to me. You 

were aware of situation from Monday (30/04/18) Tuesday (01/05/18) – email sent 17.56.
 RHY – only found out at 8 am that you were still going to your appointment.  If we had known, would 

have set things in place to cover.  This meeting is to lay out expectations.
 CKN – now I know I have to set cover work, will forward to CFG.
 RHY – you know this, you’re done this before.
 CKN – CFG said no-one was available to cover my lesson.
 RHY – HoF is the first person to notice no-one in classroom.  If cover approved, someone would have 

been there.  If we had known earlier, could have spoken to you about the fact that we did not have cover 
for your lesson.  You went off site without signing out, not telling anyone, we went looking for you.  
We’re talking about expectations.

 CKN – did not know had to sign in and out during the day.
 RHY – register is a fire register, need to sign in and out, regardless of what other people do.
 RHY – I received an email to say you weren’t at your lesson.  I spoke to reception and they advised you 

had not signed out.  Looking at general expectations.
 CKN – not what I’m used to.
 RHY – what do you need to be explained?  Know you had a lengthy meeting with CFG and GAU to 

clarify these situations.  If you have any questions, or concerns, you have a responsibility to come and 
speak to someone.  Handbook in place, expectation in all our policies.  Don’t expect you to read these 
but you do have a responsibility to see someone if you’re unsure.  Cover set before why not now?  This 
is not a disciplinary offence, just expectation and a letter will be placed on your file.

 RHY – if you’re not in, cover always has to be arranged.  In terms of sickness, you must call in before 7 
am.  If stuck in traffic, you must pull over and call in as soon as you possibly can.  DLE will then 
organise cover.

 CKN – did send DLE a message when I was late.
 RHY – there is a pattern of lateness that is there and seems to be getting worse.  Reasonable adjustments 

can be made.
 CKN – Actually situation not getting worse, actually getting better.
 RHY – Denying several times that he said this (talking sown to me making me feel stupid like I’m 

imagining things)
 CKN – only late one time since I’ve come back.  Since last meeting with CFG and GAU only late once 

and sent a message to DLE.
 RHY – lateness is an issue that we need to address.  You’d rather not give me a reason.  We cannot have 

lateness occurring.
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 CKN – from last meeting with CFG and GAU, if I’m going to be late, been asked to send a message to 
CFG.  In the case for RTL and PAD, to send a message MCK – who gave me his mobile so that I can 
contact him so that he can cover this.

 RHY – your responsibility is to telephone DLE and not text her.  This way sure that message has been 
received.  The fact that MCK and CFG have given you their numbers, they shouldn’t need to.

 CKN – CFG asked me to call him directly.
 RHY – the protocol is that you telephone DLE, she will contact CFG and MCK.  Do you predict that 

there will be more lateness?
 CKN – no.
 RHY – if you are unable to speak to DLE, then call CFG or MCK.
 CKN – you’re confirming DLE is first port of contact?
 RHY – yes.
 CKN – I was told by CFG to call him or MCK.
 RHY – they were trying to assist you.  They teach DLE does not.
 RHY – as you didn’t follow our procedures, CFG gave you his number.  You need to follow procedures 

– call DLE first.
 CKN – lots of things here (in this school) I don’t find clear, i.e. lateness, cover work.  In last meeting with 

CFG, he said to call him if running late, things discussed here are different to meeting with CFG.
 RHY – whole purpose of this meeting is to make it explicit to you.  CFG will get a copy of the 

expectations arising out of this meeting.
 CKN – lots of things change and not set in stone here.
 RHY – nothing has changed, following policies as they stand (as they have stood for a number of years 

and in our staff handbook).  Making it easier for you by saying only call DLE. 
 CKN – It doesn’t make it easier to only call DLE, it’s the same calling CFG or DLE, it makes no difference 

to me. 
 RHY – absence – as in the policy and handbook, if you’re going to be absent, complete a blue form.  

Signing by your LMM does not mean your request for absence has been agreed.  This needs to be signed 
off by GMN and come back to you agreed, or not agreed, that is your confirmation.

 RHY – if timescale is as short as it was this time, you need a conversation with JJA (on behalf of GMN) – 
explaining your situation.  She will speak to GMN and let you know outcome.

 RHY – asking you to be reasonable.  You expected the email had been read and it was OK.  You had not 
set cover work and we then did not know that you were not in that lesson.  Need to ensure absence has 
been agreed.

 CKN – in this situation it was not a normal one *(time sensitive etc. given last week, not enough time for 
CFG to sign it off because of the trip that I was aware about only at the last minute, later than everyone 
else because I was taken off of ‘all staff emails’ for some reason only time for CFG to sign was Monday 
and could not rebook appointment as number given went to voicemail and I left a message no one has 
got back to me, midwife called on Tuesday and said that it is difficult to get it rebooked and I should just 
take this appointment. Danger of rebooking it, new appointment may go past the recommended 
timeframe to take it and will not be useful anymore)

 RHY – if another “not normal” situation occurs, need things in place.
 CKN – I have a right to attend these appointments.  The number is on the appointment, you can call to 

confirm.  Called several times to try to rearrange.  Was unable to.*
 RHY – it’s a difficult situation, I’m trying to lay out our expectations.  This is now in the past, we are 

setting expectations for the future.
 CKN – couldn’t get this signed off on Friday as on a school trip.  Could not get CFG to sign this off.*
 RHY – up to you to find those opportunities.
 RHY – trying to clarify expectations.  You need to read policies and procedures.
 CKN – if I have a maternity appointment, you have to give this to me. I am legally allowed to take them.
 RHY – I agree we do, has to be a degree of flexibility - this is a question of appointment and 

communication.
 CKN – I think you feel I did this on purpose.
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 RHY – I don’t believe this to be the case.  This meeting isn’t about how I feel, it’s about following 
procedures, about doing right by you and the students.  If I felt you did this on purpose, it would be a 
different conversation.

 RHY – moving forward – telephone calls to DLE for lateness and sickness.  If unable to call, then call 
CFG.  CFG will then inform MCK.  In terms of missing any lessons, cover work needs to always be set 
and handed to Head of Department and copy Jan Morris – Science Technician in.  There will be more 
appointments, perfectly within your rights to take these but we can ask you to possibly rearrange if 
timescale does not allow.  If this the case and you cannot rearrange these, go and speak to someone.  We 
do not want a situation similar to today when you left the building without telling anyone and leaving 
no cover work.  I was in fact worried something may have happened to you.

 CKN – first point of contact DLE on absence line, then CFG if you have not spoken to DLE.  Cover work 
for any absence emailed to CFG and copied to Jan Morris. (I agree that I will try and take appointments 
in a convenient time but there may be times where I have to take them)*. What happens if my blue form 
is declined? 

 RHY – if your blue form has been declined, conversations need to start.  All blue forms signed on a 
Wednesday.

 CKN – what happens if I get a declined email and say I can’t change appointment?
 RHY – you need to speak to JJA to explain why you cannot change this.  JJA will then speak to GMN.
 CKN – on 17th have another appointment at 10 am.  I will ask CFG to sign this and hand to JJA.
 RHY – it may be that this is fine, it might be, dependent on the day, that we ask if you could rearrange 

this by an hour or so.
 RHY – situation this morning we had a class, full of students, no teacher.  Don’t wish to repeat this.  

Moving forward you may need to speak to your midwife about your personal circumstances.
 CKN – if these appointments are granted or not, I will still attend, I have to go to them.  I will try to 

change these but there are going to be times when I cannot*.  I will have to go to these appointments. 
regardless.

 RHY – we will do everything we can to meet those needs.

This meeting was a stressful and hostile meeting adding unnecessary anxiety to my situation. Designed only 
to intimidate me against attending antenatal appointments and to issue an ‘expectation and letter’ on my 
file. I was lied to during the meeting and was made to feel like I was hearing things in my head. I had to 
repeat many of my points as I felt that I was not taken seriously or my comments were not even 
acknowledged. Also, I am not the only one that is late in this school yet it seems like I was the only one that 
was targeted in this manner and at this particular time. It’s also interesting to note that at no point during 
the meeting was I made to feel that pregnancy was a good thing and something to be happy about. I only 
received a congratulatory email after the meeting. And although there was not agreement during the 
meeting to follow up with another meeting, issuing another meeting the day after was like RHY was 
foreseeing that I will not meet the points of this meeting and basically setting me up to fail. This meeting was 
labelled as ‘follow-up meeting to clarify the points made regarding your induction and training and the gaps 
in it’ but when asked if he had a copy of the full handbook as that would be a good place to start he choose 
to focus on particular days that I had come in late and contacted Dionne saying that I contacted her too late 
completely ignoring the fact that I did contact Dionne at the earliest time that I could and completely 
ignoring that fact I this was what we discussed at the last meeting which I successfully did and completely 
ignoring the fact that according to him the purpose of this meeting was to fill in the gaps in my induction 
and training e.g. receiving a copy of the full handbook and not just the abbreviated one. In addition, a health 
and safety assessment was made the day after the initial meeting but not by the line manager as it seems that 
he did not want to be responsible for the health and safety for me in his own department.

02/05/18 - Further to meeting, CKN has emailed the following:-

Just to clarify once again from today’s meeting:

1) If I am to be absent or late to contact Dionne first and if that is not possible to contact Cormac.
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2) If I am to be absent for a lesson then email Cormac (in the same way I have been doing when sick, with 
the exception of copying in Jan Morris)

3) After completing a blue cover form hand it in to Jo Jaffa as usual after getting it signed by Cormac. If I 
receive a decline to have a conversation with Jo Jaffa about it.

4) Sign out each time I am not in school.

02/05/18 - RHY has emailed back – 
Thanks for meeting with me, you will receive the minutes and points raised very soon.  I looking at the 4 
points made below I think number 2 should read 

2) If I am to be absent for a lesson then email all cover work and lesson resources to Cormac (in the 
same way I have been doing when sick, with the exception of copying in Jan Morris)

I would like a follow up meeting in two weeks to clarify the points made regarding your induction and 
training and the gaps in it, I will look into them as it is important that you are fully supported.  Jo will set the 
date over the next couple of days.   Debbie Wright will contact you tomorrow to book a meeting to cover 
your pregnancy risk assessment, this is part of our process to ensure that you are supported at work in terms 
of your health and safety.  

Thank you again and congratulations on your pregnancy.

03/05/18 – JJA has emailed to advise that a meeting has been scheduled for Wednesday 16th May @ 1.45 pm 
and sent a meeting request.
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! 2/70!

Issue%
No:%

What%was%said%or%done%or%not%
done?%
(What%treatment%is%
complained%of)1%

Who%inflicted%any%
treatment?2%

When%did%the%
treatment%occur?3%

What%type%of%claim%is%
this?4%

If%S13%is%there%
an%actual%
comparator?5%
Who?%
%
If%S27%what%is%
the%protected%
act?6%

1!(a)! Not!paying!the!Claimant!
correctly!

Jo!Jones,!Kevin!Sadler,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

Throughout!
employment!

S13!(race!and!sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
Salary!Related!

Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Race:!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Sex:!
Hypothetical!
Male!NQT!
and/or!James!
Emblem!
!
Race!and!Sex:!
Hypothetical!
White!Male!
NQT!Science!
Teacher!and/or!
James!Emblem!



! 3/70!

Science!Teacher!
!
Protected!act:!
S27(2)(a)!
ACAS!Early!
Conciliation!
and/or!
Tribunal!
Application!!
and/or!
S27(2)(b)!
ACAS!Early!
Conciliation!
and/or!
Tribunal!
Application!!
and/or!
S27(2)(c)!
Being!Pregnant,!
Attending!
antenatal!
appointment!
02/05/2018!
and/or!
S27(2)(d)!
Meeting!with!
Richard!
Heighway!and!
Jo!Jaffa!



! 4/70!

02/05/2018!
and/or!
Emailed!about!
unfair!flexible!
working!policy!
26/07/2019!

1(b)! Intentional!negative!
distribution!of!payslips!

n/a! n/a! The!Claimant!accepts!this!is!
not!a!complaint!under!the!
Equality!Act!

n/a!

1(c)! Incorrect!tax,!national!
insurance!and!student!loan!
deductions!!

Jo!Jones,!Kevin!Sadler,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

Throughout!
employment!

S13!(race!and!sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
Salary!Related!

Comparator:!!
S13:!S13:!!
Race:!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Sex:!
Hypothetical!
Male!NQT!
and/or!James!
Emblem!
!
Race!and!Sex:!
Hypothetical!
White!Male!
NQT!Science!
Teacher!and/or!



! 5/70!

James!Emblem!
Science!Teacher!!
!
Protected!act:!
S27(2)(a)!
ACAS!Early!
Conciliation!
and/or!
Tribunal!
Application!!
and/or!
S27(2)(b)!
ACAS!Early!
Conciliation!
and/or!
Tribunal!
Application!!
and/or!
S27(2)(c)!
Being!pregnant,!
Attending!
antenatal!
appointment!
02/05/2018!
and/or!
S27(2)(d)!
Meeting!with!
Richard!
Heighway!and!



! 6/70!

Jo!Jaffa!
02/05/2018!
and/or!
Emailed!about!
unfair!flexible!
working!policy!
26/07/2019!
and/or!!
Asking!about!
bonus!

1(d)! Incorrect!paying!of!pension! Jo!Jones,!Spyros!
Maravegias,!Gateway!
Learning!Community!
(A!company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

During!pregnancy!
May!2018!–!
December!2018!

S13!(race!and!sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
Salary!Related!

Comparator:!!
S13:!Race:!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Sex:!
Hypothetical!
Male!NQT!
and/or!James!
Emblem!
!
Race!and!Sex:!
Hypothetical!
White!Male!
NQT!Science!
Teacher!and/or!



! 7/70!

James!Emblem!
Science!Teacher!!
!
Protected!act:!!
S27(2)(c)!
Being!Pregnant,!!
Attending!
antenatal!
appointment!
02/05/2018!
and/or!
S27(2)(d)!
Meeting!with!
Richard!
Heighway!and!
Jo!Jaffa!
02/05/2018!
and/or!!
Asking!about!
bonus!

1(e)! Making!incorrect!deductions!
during!maternity!leave!–!
student!loans!!

Jo!Jones,!Spyros!
Maravegias,!Gateway!
Learning!Community!
(A!company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

September!2018e
September!2019!

S13!(race!and!sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
Salary!Related!

Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Race:!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!



! 8/70!

Sex:!
Hypothetical!
Male!NQT!
and/or!James!
Emblem!
!
Race!and!Sex:!
Hypothetical!
White!Male!
NQT!Science!
Teacher!and/or!
James!Emblem!
Science!Teacher!!
!
Protected!act:!!
S27(2)(c)!
Being!pregnant,!
Attending!
antenatal!
appointment!
02/05/2018!
and/or!
S27(2)(d)!
Meeting!with!
Richard!
Heighway!and!
Jo!Jaffa!
02/05/2018!
and/or!!



! 9/70!

Asking!about!
bonus!

2! Withholding!Golden!Hello!
Bonus!!

Debbie!Wright,!
Grainne!McLaughlin,!
Spyros!Maravegias,!Jo!
Jones,!Kevin!Sadler,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

July!2017!–!May!
2018!

Salary!Related! n/a!

3(a)! Claimant!being!given!the!most!
challenging!classes.!
!
On!a!daily!basis!the!same!8e9!
students!would!truant!the!!
Claimant’s!classes!but!for!9!
months!Cormac!Fanning!
allowed!this!to!carry!on!with!no!
real!intervention!aside!from!the!
1!hour!detention!he!
disregarded!in!the!Claimant’s!
case.!

Cormac!Fanning,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

September!2017!–!
May!2018!
!
!

S13!(race)! Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Protected!act:!
S27(2)(d):!
Challenging!
fairness!of!1!
hour!detention!
policy!

3(b)! Cormac!Fanning!deliberately!
turned!up!to!classes!
unannounced,!negatively!and!
unnecessarily!quizzing!
unprepared!students!with!the!

Cormac!Fanning,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

September!2017!–!
May!2018!

S13!(race)! Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!



! 10/70!

goal!of!making!the!Claimant!
look!like!an!incompetent!
Teacher!!

James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Protected!act:!
S27(2)(d):!
Challenging!
fairness!of!1!
hour!detention!
policy!

3(c)! Cormac!Fanning!disregarded!
his!own!behaviour!policies!in!
connection!with!Claimant’s!
school!students!!
!
After!agreed!departmental!1!
hour!detention!plan!for!
disruptive!students!in!addition!
to!standard!school!policies,!
Claimant’s!student!disrupted!a!
lesson,!defied!Claimant!and!
truanted!the!class.!His!guardian!
was!called!and!agreed!the!1!
hour!detention!but!Cormac!
Fanning!waived!the!student’s!
detention!in!front!of!the!
Claimant,!the!student,!other!
Science!Teachers!and!their!
students!currently!completing!
their!1!hour!detention.!As!a!

Cormac!Fanning,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

4th!October!2017!
!
!

S13!(race)! Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!



! 11/70!

result!of!being!singled!out!in!
this!way!the!Claimant!suffered!
various!types!of!disrespect!from!
students!and!other!staff!within!
the!school.!

3(d)! Not!supporting!Claimant!with!
disruptive!pupils!

Cormac!Fanning,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

Throughout!
employment!

S13!(race)!
S27!(victimisation)!
!

Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Protected!act:!
S27(2)(d):!
Challenging!
fairness!of!1!
hour!detention!
policy!

3(e)! Not!taking!action!when!
Claimant!was!racially!abused!by!
a!pupil.!
When!a!student!made!a!racial!
remark!against!the!Claimant!
Cormac!Fanning!refused!to!
schedule!a!meeting!even!though!
the!student,!the!student’s!
parent!and!Claimant!were!
willing!and!available.!Again!

Cormac!Fanning,!
Gateway!Learning!
Community!(A!
company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

Around!
March/April!2018!
!
!

S13!(race)!
S27!(victimisation)!
S40(2)&(4)!3RD!party!racial!
harassment!

Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Protected!act:!
S27(2)(d):!



! 12/70!

singling!out!the!Claimant!for!
further!disrespect!and!
unfavourable!treatment!within!
the!school!

Challenging!
fairness!of!1!
hour!detention!
policy!

4! Refused!to!reply!to!Claimant’s!
antenatal!appointment!request!
and!when!Claimant!attended!
she!was!Victimised!

Grainne!McLaughlin,!
Jo!Jaffa,!Gateway!
Learning!Community!
(A!company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

1st!May!2018! S13!(sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
!

Comparator:!!
S13:!!
Sex:!
Hypothetical!
Male!NQT!
and/or!James!
Emblem!
!
Protected!act:!!
S27(2)(c)!
Being!pregnant,!
Attending!
antenatal!
appointment!
02/05/2018!
and/or!
S27(2)(d)!
Asking!for!
Bonus!

5(a)! Called!into!a!sudden!
(emergency)!meeting!by!
Richard!Heighway!disguised!as!
a!‘lateness’!meeting!the!same!
day!the!Claimant!attended!her!!
Antenatal!appointment!

Richard!Heighway,!Jo!
Jaffa,!Gateway!
Learning!Community!
(A!company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

2nd!May!2018! S13!(race!and!sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
!

Comparator:!
S13:!
Race:!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!
Jess!Croton,!



! 13/70!

James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Sex:!
Hypothetical!
Male!NQT!
and/or!James!
Emblem!
!
Race!and!Sex:!
Hypothetical!
White!Male!
NQT!Science!
Teacher!and/or!
James!Emblem!
Science!Teacher!!
!
Protected!act:!!
S27(2)(c)!
Being!pregnant,!
Attending!
antenatal!
appointment!
02/05/2018!

5(b)! Threatened!that!if!antenatal!
appointments!are!taken!then!
Claimant!will!fail!her!NQT!year!

Richard!Heighway,!Jo!
Jaffa,!Gateway!
Learning!Community!
(A!company!limited!by!
guarantee)!

2nd!May!2018! S13!(race!and!sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
!

Comparator:!
S13:!
Race:!
Ellie!Huxtable,!
Melissa!Day,!



! 14/70!

Jess!Croton,!
James!Emblem!
Aoife!NQT!
!
Sex:!
Hypothetical!
Male!NQT!
and/or!James!
Emblem!
!
Race!and!Sex:!
Hypothetical!
White!Male!
NQT!Science!
Teacher!and/or!
James!Emblem!
Science!Teacher!!
!
Protected!act:!!
S27(2)(c)!
Being!pregnant,!
Attending!
antenatal!
appointment!
02/05/2018!

5(c)! The!minutes!of!the!meeting!
taken!by!Jo!Jaffa!was!biased!in!
favour!of!Richard!Heighway!and!
his!threats.!Claimant!had!to!

Richard!Heighway,!Jo!
Jaffa,!Gateway!
Learning!Community!
(A!company!limited!by!

May!2018! S13!(race!and!sex)!
S18!(pregnancy/maternity)!
S27!(victimisation)!
!

Comparator:!
S13:!
Race:!
Ellie!Huxtable,!


